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Hand Stretch Wrap Films
Our versatile performance multi-layer blown hand stretch wrap films have high
puncture and tear resistance which reduces film breaks. Outstanding cling
package keeps the wrap in tacked. Load retention and toughness of blown film
ensure protection for loads.
Available in 60 gauge up to 120 gauge, 12”, 15” and 18”. Clear, Black, Red, Blue,
Green tint color available.
Ultra-performance multi-layer blown hand stretch wrap films is a premium grade
film with a special orientation for a stronger film and allowing for thinner gauges.
Rolls are lighter weight and easy to use, minimizing fatigue during applications.
Available in 47 gauge & 57 gauge, 18” wide.
Pre-Stretched hand wrap films unrivaled load holding force, puncture resistance,
clarity and an aggressive cling package that is well suited for many applications.
Available in 8.5-12.5 Micron thick, 12.5”-17.5” width.
Quite-Cast hand wrap stretch wrap films available in 70-80 gauge, 12,15 and 18”.
Banding stretch wrap film available. 80 - 90 gauge, 3” and 5” width. w/ handles
Extended Core hand stretch wrap also 70 - 80 gauge x 20” wide with extended
core handles.

Machine Grade Stretch Wrap Films
Our multi-layered cast two side cling all-purpose wrap provide excellent performance for wrapping most pallets. Engineered to stretches up to 250%, providing
great load containment, puncture resistance and cling property working well on
all semi-automatic stretch wrap machines.
Available in 60 gauge – 120 gauge, 20” width.
Our Ultra-performance multi-layered cast one side cling is engineered to
stretches up to 300%, designed for high speed pre-stretched automatic wrapping
equipment.
Available in 55 gauge – 90 gauge, 20” wide.

Recommended thickness for types of loads

Load A

Uniform boxes on pallet
Weight under 1200 Lbs

60 gauge below

Load B

Slightly irregular load
Weight 1200-2000 Lbs

63 gauge 80 gauge

Load C

Irregular Load
Weight over 2000 Lbs

90 gauge
-120 gauge

